BRIEF FAWU OBSERVATIONS ON THE IPAP DOCUMENT


1. INTRODUCTION

The Food and Allied Workers Union (FAWU) welcomes the Industrial Policy Action Plan, as unveiled by Minister Rob Davies, as an initiative that will take forward the Industrial Policy Framework in particular and employment creation agenda in general.

The scaling up of industrialization and the idea of increasing beneficiation and value-added processing are a welcome

step in this document. The frank acknowledgement of constraints, such as liberal trade policy stance and monopoly pricing and volatile exchange rate, and the resolve to address them is welcome news.

2. SUBSTANTIVE COMMENTS

It is our view that while manufacturing must be at the heart of priority attention, development goes beyond a mere industrialization and must include other sectors particularly those with down-stream and up-stream linkages.

2.1 Supply-side Measures

There are certain basic supply-side measures needed to ensure a successful and rapid industrialization process and economic development.

- Up-scaling Funding of and Implementation of Research and Development (R&D) and Skills Development (SO)

It has been proven in other parts of the world that R&D is critical to raising productivity and competitive leverage by a way of inventions, similar to Sasol Ltd's coal-to-fuel technology, and innovations, like Eskom Ltd's coal-to-electricity. Appropriate skills development is a known fact.

- Input Supplies, Packaging and Competitive Pricing

The lack of competition or collusive pricing by companies in the value-chain, and input-suppliers particularly, do have constraining effects on value-addition efforts and competitiveness of exporters.

The monopoly or uncompetitive pricing by essential input suppliers for many producers and/or processors constrains competitiveness of relevant companies.

Also, monopoly pricing by Mittal Steel Ltd, or even price collusion in the steel production and steel-plate processing, leads to higher costs for packaging materials for food and beverages by the duopoly players in this stage packaging material manufacturing.

- Industrial Financing, New Entrants Funding and Competition

The high 'competitive' costs of entry by potentially big new entrants needs a free-flowing industrial financing mechanism via an improved IDC financing system. For the SMME players funding must also be easy to access.

2.2 Trade Policy

At the heart of a trade policy is the employment-creation industrial policy. In other words, a trade policy and trade agreements or negotiating positions must take industrial policy imperatives into consideration.

Therefore, there is a need to have a dynamic combination of both the defensive and offensive trade policy stances as part of overall trade strategy.

- Offensive Policy Stances and Exports

The country may have export competitive advantage in some of the industries and trade policy direction to this effect must take this into account

- Defensive Policy and

The infant-industry policy in protecting new industries must be harnessed with defensive trade policy protection,

including using tariffs and other trade-related instruments.

2.3 Competition and Competitive Pricing

- National Championing

Part of the overall competition policy implementation and legislation execution must take note the need for the country to create national champions, particularly on companies that have export leverage and those that have critical domestic role, be it input supplies and basic needs producers/processors. 

Creating national champions, including state-owned 'monopoly' enterprises should not be a basis for uncompetitive behavior, including on monopoly/excessive pricing and/or price collusion.

- Horizontal Competition

While competition authorities have done excellent job on issues of mergers/acquisitions and price collusion, there are concerns about continued high barriers of entry for new and/or SMME companies through fore-closures and other prohibited practices.

- Vertical Integration

While vertical integration may be viewed as part of driving down costs, this may lead to lack of competition that is necessary in other stages of the value-chain.

2.4 Up-scaling Agro-processing

The IPAP is quite poor on this area of priority and needs to be significantly improved. The document focuses on production and processing, perhaps by way of example, of wheat milling and bread baking.

While food production for domestic consumption, particularly for stable food by the poor, is critical we should also move towards value-added processing to some 'luxury' food for export destination. 

3. CONCLUSION

This was a quickly collated set of observations and no thorough study of the document was made except for a quick glance.

